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ABSTRACT 

EXPERIENCES OF MUSLIMS CONVERT 

Norrul Aikma Bt Mohamcd 

It is in religious conversion context that is as foundational to transform people and 
each of the great world religions offers a comprehensive conception of the universe, 
and in so far as such pictures are believed and are built into our dispositional 
structure, they automatically affect the way in which the believer lives. They 
determine the overall meaning of life for us. So, it would be nothing short of a 
miracle if'religion can have profoundly impact on the self-transformation. Therefore, 
religion is serves as a system for people to find meaning, belonging, identity and self- 
functioning in life. This study indicates that there are some factors, cognitive 
concerns and age-related appeared to have relations with the conversion to Islam and 
there are some major effects following the conversion to Islam. Moreover, the 
Muslims convert are said becoming self-actualization. 



AN'TRAK 

PENGALAMAN IN! )! VIUU YANG MI: NI/KAR AGAMA LAIN KEPA! )A A(; AMA 
ISLAM 

Norrul Aikma BI Mohamed 

I)alam konteks pertukaran agama. }nkni . sehagai asas kepada peruhahan manusia, 
dan setiap agama dalam dunia ini menawarkan konsep yang komprehensi/' Ixrda 
alam semesta. dan se/agi gamharan itu diperc"qvni dan dihina ke dalam siruktur yang 
tetap. maka secara automatik, ja akan mempengaruhi ecrra hidup seseorang. Ini 
adalah kerana struktur ini tang menentukan makna hidup secara keseluruhannta. 
Maka, tiada }ang mustahil jika ia ada/ah suatu keajaihan di mana agama mampu 
memberi impak kepada transj'ormasi din. Oleh sehah itu. agama merupakan jalan di 

mana seseorang menczrri makna, kepuntaan. identiti dan /iingsi kendiri dalam hidup. 
Kajian ini menunjukkan hahawa ierdapai heherapa. ffiktor. seperti kesedaran kognitif 
dan pengaruh umur terhadap Ixrtukaran ke agama Is/am. Mmhahan lagi. individu 
yang hertukar ke agama Islam juga dikatakan meniadi indivldu yang mempunttirt 
kesedaran kendiri. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Introduction 

This chapter includes background of study. statement of problem. objectives 

of study. significance of study and definition of terms. The background of study is 

reviewing the context of the research that will be conducted such as topic of interest 

and the subjects of interest. A research begins when there is a concern or problem that 

needs to examine. A problem exists when a researcher real/es that there ºs an 

understandable gap between the researcher's knowledge and reality or a gap between 

a theory and the practices. 'therefore. statement of problem is crucial for the 

researcher to recognise the problem that need to study and its implications. In 

addition. the objectives of study determine the direction of this research. A problem 

that a researcher needs to studs has some reasons. Behind all the reasons therefore is 

the significance of' the studs and its major implications. Definition of terms are 

important to understand specific terms that imply in the research. 
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1.1 Background of Study 

How to change a person'? - is one of the biggest questions that seems to need 

more exploration since in the history of intellectual work. Hence, the knowledge 

about human personality change has important implications regarding this matter. 

Such knowledge of how to transform personality, what factors contribute to it and 

how to change a person from one condition to another is what the search about 

human personality change implies (Paloutzian. Richardson and Rambo. 1999). Thus, 

transformation of personality is foundational to change a human being. However, if 

the transformation of personality is claimed to bring about such change of the human 

being therefore what is the best way to bring about this change'? 

According to Paloutr. ian et al.. (11M). it is in religion that the most 

fundamental vet comprehensive ways to transform people. According to Hick (1 9)9). 

each of the great world religions offers a comprehensive conception of the universe, 

and in so far as such pictures are believed and are built into our dispositional 

structure. they automatically affect the %%a% in which the believer lives. They 

determine the overall meaning of life for us. It would be nothing short of a miracle if 

religion can have profoundly impact on the personality. Therefore, religion is serves 

as a path for people to find meaning. belonging. identity and self-functioning in life. 

Recently, the miracle of the increasing number of people converts to Islam is 

not only that they are finding the light of Islam in an age of such darkness but as yell 

coming to the faith despite the actions of some of its believers. Islam has m er I 

billilon follo%%ers %%orldmde (called Muslims) Much is about 1/5 of the %%orld 

population. I-lo%%e%er. %%hat happened to those converts %%hen adopts the ne%% 

religion'' According to Paloutiian et al.. (I99)), it is claimed that it'someone adopts 

the ne%% religion, there mll be positive changes in the person's Iife. state of %%ell- 

being and personality as %%ell 
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The name of the religion is Islam which comes from an Arabic root word 

meaning "peace" (sa/ama) and "submission" (aslama) and Malaysia is one of Islam 

countries in the world where most of its citizens are Muslims. Furthermore, Malaysia 

places Islam as its main religion for the country but does not restrict Malaysian 

people to have faith in the Islam only. Seeing as Islam is the main religion for 

Malaysia, therefore socio-cultural in Malaysia is greatly influenced by the Islam. 

Faith is not simply having beliefs (Scarlett, 2(X)6). Thus, having faith in Islam 

evolves involvement. The involvement is reflects to acceptance in Islam and living in 

a certain way. Faith is deeply related to the human need to find and make meaning in 

life (Fowler, 2(X)4). Thus, what makes those converts choose to have faith in Islam 

and making involvement' Obviously, it means choosing to live in certain ways and 

giving commitments such as prayers. reading sacred text (Quran) and so forth. As 

cited in Quran. Islam provides a complete way of life: 

"7his day. 1 have perjeaed your religious Way ofli%. /br you, completed Mt, 

hrvour upon you. and have chosen for you to surrender and submit to ine in 

peace as º'our religious N"aY o/"li%c 

(Quran. AI-Ma'idah 5: 3) 

In yie%% of the fact that Islam as a complete N%ay of life for the devout 

believers: it can influence them in many %%ays. This research is to provide in-depth 

understanding about the experiences of people %% ho converts to Islam in Malaysia and 

to gather subtleties information about the influences of that religious conversion to 

the personality change. According to Spilka et al., (2003), there is self-transf'ormation 

is mthin a religious con' ersion context "Ili us. this research represents thought about 

religious conversion phenomenon. 



1.2 Problem Statement 

According to Erikson (1959), religious traditions often provide a person with 

a sense of identity, purpose and belonging (King and Benson, 2006). It indicates that 

through religion experience, it offer an environment to nurture sense of one's identity 

in which that it give impacts to the devout believer's personality. Consequently, 

there are some researchers had argued that, it is through religion that some 

individuals express themselves therefore they are convert to other religion that suit to 

their identity. So. is it because of the changes in personality leads to the religious 

conversion or is it because of religious conversion leads to the changes in 

personality? Thus. this issue is crucial to examine. 

Apart from that. who is really these convert people'? A person who converts to 

Islam is changing his or her old religion traditions through the light of Islam. 

submitting self to Allah and obligated to Islam's teachings. According to Paloutiian 

et al.. (1 999). religious conversion is a discontinuous transformational experience that 

profoundly changes one's life. The following example illustrates such changes occur 

in the lives of Ms. C. Huda Dodge. the Islam convert: 

Ms. C. Huda Doclge. She embraced Islam because of her interest in Islam. 

When she embraced Islam, her family accepted her decision. However, when 

she started to wear hijab, her family started worried and didn't like it to affect 

her life in an oumard %%ay Her family became more upset when she decided 

to get married kith a Muslim man She was too young and her family v icwcd 

that she will destroyed her life and drop out of school. Consequently she had 

fought %%ith her family for se%eral months. After three years, she had her o%% 11 

accomplishments, a degree in child de%elopment, job and a happy life. 

Finally, her fanuly rcaliicd that she is truly happy and at peace. She as not 

destroyed her Ii l'c. (Adopted from " to%% They ('ante to Islam (n. (1). pp 14-15), 
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It is no easy matter to take an honest look at life and begin to live differently 

adopting the new religion. Those who are close to the people who convert to Islam 

may not approve of or like their changes and they may put up barriers to them. In 

addition, there is not compulsion in the religion of Islam but the number of people 

convert to Islam seems to growth increasingly. The person is free to make her choice. 

Hence, what are the factors that make some individuals are very determined to have 

such religious conversion experience and make certain changes'? 

However, it is clear that different religions expect different changes from new 

adherents depends on the very nature of what a religious conversion is, changes in 

particular when someone adopts a new religion. The question, is it personality that 

changes? There are many researches that have been done in which viewed traits as 

connotation to personality as a systematic understanding of personality and its 

changes following religious conversion. Nevertheless. Paloutz. ian and colleagues 

argue that the effects of religious conversion on personality traits are probably quite 

limited, but that conversion can transform habits, beliefs and attitudes, and 

profoundly alter the self-concept (McCrae. 1999. p. 1216). So. what are really matters 

in personality? To what extent of the personality can change following religious 

conversion can occurs? Thus, these are remains as central questions in which to 

recognize the realistic expectations about the personality changes might bring about 

when adopting a new religion. 

As the conclusion. such important questions that have been addressed caught 

the attention of the researcher to study In addition, research on personality and 

religion has continued. but as specialty mth little influence on the mainstream. Thus. 

it is seems note%%orthy to explore the experiences of people regarding the personality 

change follomng religious cons ersion and the factors constitute to the conversion as 

%%ell. By knomng these. it enables to pros ide frame%%ork to%%ard understanding of 

human uniqueness and differences. 



1.3 Objectives of Study 

Statistical evidence shows that there is increasing a number of people convert 

to Islam in Malaysia. The religious changes can affect profoundly in areas of life for 

the convert people. But, why some people are change their religious and people some 

are not'? What are the changes that affected by religious conversion'? So. a religious 

conversion experiences lived by someone may fluctuate with other converts. Thus. 

main objective that is highlighted in this study is to understand the religious 

conversion experienced by the people who convert to Islam. 

1.4 Research Questions 

Having sense of continually learning about human nature in response to the 

lives and personal worlds of individuals bring some "burning questions" that can only 

be answered by carrying out research. Moreover, each individual is unique and differ 

from each other. A religious conversion experience lived by every person is different. 

Research questions are developed to get complete answers for such queries. The 

objective of the study as stated above lead to the research question of this study that is 

what the experiences are lived by the research participants who converted to Islam? 

1.5 Significance of Study 

Considering the important role of religion in culture, and the widespread of 

religious cons ersion no%% there is need to pay particular attention to indkidual's 

changes on personality follo%% ing religious cons ersion to understand the transforming 

personality process As this process is not occurs to all persons and if it is occurs. it is 

in different context and different experiences li%cd mthin an individual. There) )re. 

this study mll pros ides subtlety explanation and causes-effect relationship of that 

phenomenon of indi% ideal's experiences l llo%%ing religious cons ersion. 
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In addition, most research on religious issues and personality studies have 

primarily focused on Christianity, leading to a dearth of knowledge on the association 

of personality with other religious traditions (Emmons & Kneezel, 2(x)6). More 

researches are needed to bridging the gap between it. Thus, this study helps fill that 

gap in the knowledge on the association of personality with Islam. In return, it will 

expand the knowledge in personality psychology as well. 

This study is useful to promote social responsibility for people. Muslims have 

social responsibility to uphold society's welfare and as savior especially among 

Muslims society (Mohd. Nasir Omar. 2(X)5). It is an obligation for Muslims to 

continue guidance people for the good deeds and forbidden bad deeds. But, many 

Muslims do not know how to do it due to the lack of understanding about Muslims 

converts and how they can aid them. So that, this study may serves as an easiest path 

for all Muslims to accomplish such obligations. 

The knowledge on converts' personality following Islam conversion can 

provides guideline for Muslims to have better understanding about the new Muslims 

converts without ignoring them. Through the understanding, Muslims people can 

aiding the Muslims convert such as providing safe and comfort religious environment 

along with giving them a positive new identity, meaning of life, as well to facilitate 

and encourage changes in their behaviors without just simple put the responsibility to 

preachers. The emphasis on the obligation to help others is stated in Quran: 

.. 
/(%/ 

ý+ ,. -.. _ 
'-_; 

". 
,// 

?-. 
.iý1ý -- /., .Vi=c. 

J! v9-P. A., ar. ' ýý... 

, ý, ýý ýle ,,, 0 ý 
"Let there arise old o1 yon it hand 0/ /x'nl, le Inv/1/», t; 10 ul/ that is gnuct en/nulnlg 

what rs right, and /i, rhlclclul, t; ºt hclt is wrc1g Ihla' ure the ones to attainklica. v" 

(Quran. Al-Imran 3: 104) 
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Dealing with religion issue might bring uncomfortable to counselor as it is 

concern with beliefs and values hold by the individuals (Eckstein. 2005). For that 

reason, this study is helpful for counselors to deal with such uncomforting feelings 

when facing religion issues brought by clients. It is beneficial for counselors in which 
how to view clients for the religious conversion issue. Therefore, understanding the 
factors that constitute to the religious conversion and their expectations toward it 

within the personality context may help the counselors to be more insightful about the 

potential converts' past experiences, present circumstances, and future prognoses. 

It is common for people to have doubts and fears about making changes in life 

through adopting new religion. Moreover, deciding to change is not a simpler matter. 
The process of change begins when individuals are able to recognise and accept 

certain facets of them and accept certain facets of self even though these individuals 

may not want to acknowledge some personal characteristics (Cored & Corey. 2006. 

p. 5). The clients are ambiguities about themselves. So. counselors can assist the 

clients to understand more about their self by having such knowledge to use the 

comprehensive ways to assist their clients. as parallel to Islam's recommendations as 

quoted in Quran: 

11 ý"> ý 
cý L ý1""'ý' l. f 

I y> I 

"/nvrte (till) to the Way nl ihv Lord x"rlh ºt7sckom and beautifid preaching. and 

ccrwre with them in x tivs Mai are best and must gracious " 

(Quran, AI-Nahl W 125) 

In short. this studs ºs %er beneficial for counselors to enhance their 

competencies in counseling professions. Counselors need to hate some kno%Nledge 

and skills to deal mth the di%ersºt\ ol'clients %%here there %%ill be possibilities that the 

counselors mll encounter issues such relitious cons ersºon in the counseling session. 
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1.6 Definition of Terms 

1.6.1 Personality 

Conceptual Definition 

According to McAdams (1994), personality is describes as the entire person 

and as a blend of activity on three levels involving aspects of personality 

traits, personal functioning, and as well identity and life narrative (Paloutiian 

et al.. I999). 

Operational Definition 

Personality is describes as a self-definition which is includes meaning and 

values in life and as well characteristics of person that possess to enjoin the 

right and forbid the wrong in relation to Islam. 

1.6.2 Religious Conversion 

Conceptual Definition 

According to Paloutiian et a] ,( 
19x)9) religious conversion refers to process of 

religious change that occurs in a dynamic force field of people, events. 

ideologies, institutions, expectations, and experiences. 

Operational Definition 

Religious conversion refers to changing from other religion to Islam. ha%ing 

faith in it. giving imokement and oblige to the Islam. 

4) 



1.7 Conclusion 

In general, this chapter is about introduction to the research that will be 

conduct. This chapter includes background of study. problem statement, and 

objectives of research. In addition, research questions, research framework, 

significance of study and definition of terms are also been included. Next chapter 

would discuss about literature review and previous researches that had been 

conducted in particular area. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 Introduction 

Previous chapter has discussed about background of study, statement of 

problem. objecti%es of study, significance of study and definition of terms. This 

chapter co%ers literature re%ie%%. The personality of psychology is the main body 

literature needs to highlight. The personality of' psychology is studies about human 

behaviors and there are many different aspects for constructs) of personality in Milch 

that could be as nomenclature for the description and explanation of personality A 

helpful %%ay to use in this study is by using Person-Centered Iheory and Maslo%%'s 

Self-Actualisation Theory as major theoretical approaches to ' ie%% personality in the 

realm of' mans different constructs of personalitN 'lhe mayor theoretical approaches 
deal %\ith the explanation of the construct in personality as units of' analysis to 

describe and measure the personality In addition. this chapter also includes pre% lot's 

researches that ha\ e been done in relation to this study respecti\ ely 
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2.1 The Personality Psychology 

Personality psychology became an identifiable discipline in the social 
sciences since 1930s. Personality psychology is the scientific study of the whole 

person and seeks to understand both the universal and the unique person (McAdams, 

1997). In addition, the studies of personality psychology are strived to explain 
humans' behaviors. According to McAdams (19x)), because human beings are part 

of universe. it is aim to explain how individuals respond under certain conditions, 
how people interact with each other and their surroundings and what influences our 
behavior. 

2.1.1 The Nomenclature of Personality Psychology 

In what sort of language do psychologists describe and explain personality? 
Personality description considers the ways in which we should characterize an 
individual (Cloninger. 2004, p. 3). However, there are many different aspects (or 

constructs) of personality in %%hich that could be as nomenclature for the description 

and explanation of personality. In principle, one could examine traits. cognitive 

constructs. emotions constricts, motive and goals and lifestyle. 'There are theories 

that deal %%ith the different aspects of personality, but there is no theory of personality 

(Cloninger. 20(4). 

2.1.2 The Stability or Change of Personality 

Religious cunSersion can _g i%e protöundl\ impact to the changes of 

personality. Practically. the changes in the personaJitý are presupposes on the 

definition of the personal t\ (Weinberger. 1994. Ardelt, 2000) and largely depend on 

the %erv nature of the religion that has been adopts In this study therefore, it is \\isel\ 

to acknm0edge the nature of Isl, uºº and its correlation to personality . 
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2.2 Major Theoretical Background 

The notion of conversion is a profound change in self. identified with a 

process by which the transformed self is achieved and the change is indicated by such 

things as a new centering of concern. interest and action (Spilka. et al., 2(x)3). So. 

religious conversion experience can be considered as personal growth. The personal 

growth involves the individual in defining and assessing gro%%Ih for himself or herself 

which is can best viewed as a lifelong process at various stages of your life (Corey & 

Corey. 2006. p. 8). Obviously. exposing to new experiences such as the religious 

conversion leads in changing one's life and giving the life new meaning and this 

indicates that one person is growth and develops towards one direction. 

Making changes in life imol%es a price. Some crises can be arising such as 

the challenges to change and the degree of making commitment to live in choices 

Moreover, to be "gro%%th" in that new religion is also encompasses one's relationship 

with significant others, community, and the %%orld. A person does not grow in religion 

in a vacuum medium but through engagement with other people. To continue to gro%% 

in religion, that person have to be %%Illing to let go of some of he or she old %%ass 

thinking and acting so ne%% dimensions can develop. Hence, this study is based on 

humanistic %ie%% of people %%hich offer models of %%hat ideal growth can be in relation 

to religious cons ersion 

The humanistic approaches offered an optimistic alternative consists of the 

mechanistic and dehumuuniiing models of human nature as o' erall structure of 

personality dimensions mthin ºndnºduals (('aspº. Roberts and Shiner. 2005) In 

general. the term humanistic is most often used for approaches that emphasºie the 

idea of' sell-actuali/ation that is human beings ha%e %irtuallý unlimited potential to 

de%elop in positi'e. self'-fulfilling %%aNs It ºs also put the emphasis on people's 

unique capacit' For choice. becoming. responsºbºlºtý and gro%%th (Naºrue. 2006) 
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2.2.1 Rogers: Person-Centered Theory 

Rogers views the individual from a phenomenological perspective which the 

subjective experiencing of reality serves as the basis for all individuals' judgments 

and behaviors (Ryckman. 1993). Rogers introduced concept of sell' as the center of 

experience which is the self is an individual ongoing sense of who and what he is. his 

sense of how and why that individuals react to the environment and how he choose 

his values and the values are also part of himself (Rathus. 2(X)8). The self is said to be 

healthy is when that person perceives the self is appropriate for himself or herself not 

that the self is carefully built up by success and approved by others (Ewen, 2003). 

The self is an outgrowth of what a person expenences and conceivably there is new 

self will emerges as outcome of what a person had experienced. 

Person-Centered theon believes that each person is capable of finding a 

personal meaning and purpose in life. The Person-Centered theory views people are 

essentially good. Rogers (1957). viewed human as characteristically positive, and 

healthy growth N%ill naturally express in eery person's behavior (Carver & Scheier. 

2000). Each person is conscious, inner-directed and moving toward self-actualüation 

from young. According to Rogers (1957). self-actual1zation is the most prevalent and 

motivating dri%e of existence and encompasses actions that influence the total. "The 

organism has one basic tendency and sin% ing. to actualise, maintain and enhances the 

experiencing organism" (Rogers. 1951. Cladding, 2104, p. 200y 

A person %%ho paN s attention to the org. uusmic % aluiug process is self- 

actualising or fully functioning and such person does not lose the use of some human 

functions through adh erse socialisation process Fully functioning people tend to 

reflect and ask basic questions Who anm I"llo%\ can I disco% er ill\ real selI'' I lo\\ can 

I become %\ hat I deepl' msh to become" 'llic person \\ Iho is fully functioning. h\ ho is 

most health-\. has se% eral characteristics as I, ollo\\ Inr 
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I. Openness to Experience 

A fully functioning person is said to be open to experience and receptive to the 

subjective and objective happenings of life. Practically, such fully functioning person 
having an expanded consciousness and accurately perceive events. This openness 
include tolerate %ith ambiguity in experience. 

Existential Living 

After exposing to the nea experience, the person, is said to live fully in his or 

her choice indicate that experience changes and each moment allows the real self to 

emerge possibly change by the new experience. Therefore, the person has to 

participate in each moment of existential living with a maximum of adaptability and 

experienced the change of self and personality. 

3. Organismic Trusting 

A person perceives inner needs and emotions and various aspects of the social 

situation without distortion. Dysfunction comes when a person loses in touch with 

inner feelings and values O. B. Watson & Greenberg. I99& ('loninger. 2004). Haying 

sense of trustworthy %%hen the person can integrates all the facets of experiences and 

comes to an inner sense of %%hat is right for him or her and not necessary about hat 

authorities to say hat is right. 

Experiential Freedom 

The fully functioning person eýpenences freedom. in each mment, to choose 

Such experrrnncil /rcc't/nm is subjecm e and does not dem that there is determinism 
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in the world. According to Rogers (I969). each person frees to choose at least all 

attitude toward the experiences of life (Cloninger. 2004). 

Creativity 

The fully functioning person lives creatireh". Such person finds new ways of' 
living at each moment. instead of being locked into past, rigid patterns no longer 

adaptive. Rogers (1961 a, p. 194) described fully functioning humans as the best able 

to adapt to new conditions. the "vanguard of human evolution (as cited in C'loninger. 

2004. p. 421). 

2.2.2 Maslow: Self-Actualization Theory 

Maslow postulated a hierarchy needs (as shoeing below) that illustrates basic 

needs (motives) as beginning for human de\ elopment. As they mature and as their 

lower-order needs are satisfied. people develop more uniquely human motivations. 

Thus. motivation changes as N\e progress upmard through the hierarchy of needs or 

motives. The hierarchy of needs is divided into two partitions. 13 (becoming) needs 

and D (deficiency) needs. The D needs or lo%\er-order needs is involving löur basic 

needs which are physiological. safety, love and esteem whereas the 13 needs or self- 

actualization is refers as the person functions at higher level. 

11 Needs (Self-actualization) 

gIt.. - N«ý. 

Lý .. a 6. irORprr 

N«+. 

%. a.. ..... 

1) Needs 

(Lower-order needs) 

PYp. MY&r w. a. 

Figure I: The I Iierarchý Needs 
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